stiletto earrings
you will need the following supplies:

ear wire

beads

clasp

wire

cutters

cone nose pliers

Step 1: Put a bead onto a headpin. Bend
the headpin on an angle backward at the
top of the bead.

Step 2: Grip the Headpin 1/4" from the top
of the bead with your cone nose pliers,
begin to bend the headpin forward.

Step 3: Continue bending the headpin in
the same direction until it forms a loop at
the top of the bead. Make several "looped
beads" and set aside if you desire.

Step 4: Grip the top portion of
with your cone nose pliers to
"looped bead" in place. This will
the hoop from distortion during
step.

Step 5: Grip the tail end of the headpin
with you fingers and begin to wrap the tail
around the neck of the "looped bead."

Step 6: Wrap at least 1.5 times around or
until it meets the top of the bead. (If you
desire a cap design keep wrapping the
wire down the bead.) Cut off the
remainder of the tail with the cutters.
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Step 7: Cut off 2" of wire. A) Make a loop at
one end. B) Attach the open loop onto the
hoop of your previous bead. C) Wrap tail
around the neck of the bead at least 1.5
times. Cut off tail.

Add a bead

Repeat

Step 8: Add a bead and repeat steps 1-6.
Repeat this step over and over until desired
length has been achieved.

Step 9: Attach ear wire by opening up ear
wire hoops, threading onto the last loop
you made and re-close ear wire. Repeat
steps 1-9 to make second earring.
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